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Sprint on the block
ust one year ago, Sprint was ringing alarm bells, warning of the
JSprint
dangers of the proposed merger between AT&T and T-Mobile.
was perhaps the most vociferous opponent of the merger, and
for good reason: AT&T’s takeover of T-Mobile was bad for
consumers and bad for Sprint. AT&T scrapped its merger plans in
the waning days of 2011, leaving the market structure for wireless
services in the US largely unchanged.
Fast forward to October 12, 2012. Japanese telecommunications
conglomerate SoftBank announced that it will be acquiring a
controlling, 70% interest in Sprint in a deal valued at $20.1-billion.
The Sprint/SoftBank deal differs in many important respects from
AT&T’s attempted takeover of T-Mobile – the deal does not increase
market concentration in the US nor eliminate a low-cost provider.
Sprint’s deal is optimistically scheduled to close in the second quarter
of 2013, considerably shorter than the time frame that had been
contemplated for the AT&T/T-Mobile deal, reflecting great optimism
that the necessary regulatory approvals will be gained quickly and
painlessly. However, there are elements of the proposed transaction
that will almost certainly draw scrutiny, and it is very likely that
AT&T (and others) will jump at the chance to vocally question and
challenge the Sprint deal.
Foreign ownership
Section 310 of the Telecommunications Act of 1934, as amended,
requires that the FCC review foreign investment in electromagnetic
spectrum licenses in the US, and imposes restrictions on the foreign
ownership of such licenses. Specifically, section 310 states:
(a) Grant to or holding by foreign government or representative
The station license required under this chapter shall not be
granted to or held by any foreign government or the
representative thereof.
(b) Grant to or holding by alien or representative, foreign corporation,
etc.
No broadcast or common carrier or aeronautical en route or
aeronautical fixed radio station license shall be granted to or
held by—
(1) any alien or the representative of any alien;
(2) any corporation organized under the laws of any
foreign government;

(3) any corporation of which more than one-fifth of the
capital stock is owned of record or voted by aliens or
their representatives or by a foreign government or
representative thereof or by any corporation organized
under the laws of a foreign country;
(4) any corporation directly or indirectly controlled by
any other corporation of which more than one-fourth
of the capital stock is owned of record or voted by
aliens, their representatives, or by a foreign
government or representative thereof, or by any
corporation organized under the laws of a foreign
country, if the Commission finds that the public
interest will be served by the refusal or revocation of
such license.
Section 310 is absolute in its prohibition of any direct foreign
ownership (by a government, corporation, or individual) of US radio
licences. However, section 310 does permit foreign interests to
indirectly invest in US companies that hold radio licences, as long as
the foreign interest is less than 25%, or if the FCC deems additional
foreign ownership to be in the public interest.
The FCC has historically, in major cases, granted such waivers.
Two of the four largest wireless carriers have major foreign interests.
Verizon Wireless, formed in 2000, is a partnership between Verizon
Communications and Vodafone, a UK company, where Vodafone’s
share of the Partnership is 49%. The Commission also granted a
waiver of the foreign ownership rules when it authorized Deutsche
Telekom, and its subsidiary T-Mobile, to acquire the spectrum
previously owned by VoiceStream in 2001. In that deal,
VoiceStream was renamed T-Mobile USA, and remained a US
company.
Deutsche Telekom’s T-Mobile International AG
subsidiary (a German company) took ownership of T-Mobile USA.
The proposed Sprint deal would result in a similar ownership
structure. SoftBank, a Japanese company, would take a controlling
interest in Sprint, which would remain a US company. Sprint will
undoubtedly argue that the deal is in the public interest, that
SoftBank is injecting much needed capital to allow Sprint to remain
competitive, and that AT&T and Verizon have scale advantages that
the deal will help to resolve. Some will argue that Sprint is shipping
jobs and profits overseas, and that the deal should be squashed.
AT&T will probably be more mercurial in its position. AT&T will
probably raise questions about the deal, but not flat out oppose it.
Given AT&T’s recent interest in acquiring T-Mobile, it seems
unlikely that AT&T would go on record completely opposing a deal.
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Clearwire controlling interest
Just days after announcing the deal with SoftBank, Sprint
announced that it had purchased additional shares in Clearwire,
bringing Sprint’s ownership stake to 50.8% and giving control of the
company to Sprint. Clearwire provides wireless services in the US
and abroad, with approximately 1.5% market share in the US. But
more important than customer market share, Clearwire is a major
spectrum owner, with majority holdings of the 2.5 GHz band. Sprint
and Clearwire have been cozy partners for some time (Sprint’s 2007
launch of its WiMAX network involved spectrum swaps and roaming
agreements with Clearwire), but with full control of Clearwire, Sprint
would boost its available spectrum holdings dramatically.
For its part, Sprint claims that it doesn’t have control of
Clearwire. “While we have a majority stake, we do not have control
of the company, and their finances are not consolidated with
Sprint’s,” spokeswoman Melinda Tiemeyer said. “They are an
independent company with independent management and board. This
is the same as when we previously owned more than 50 percent.”
Clearwire’s other major stakeholders are all major US corporations,
including Google, Time Warner and Comcast.
With or without total control, Sprint gaining a majority interest in
Clearwire wouldn’t necessarily raise red flags, but the resulting
combined spectrum holdings raises the stakes of the regulatory
evaluation of the SoftBank foreign ownership interest in Sprint.
What does Sprint gain from the SoftBank investment?
Since its acquisition of Nextel in 2005, Sprint has been in
precarious financial condition. The company has lost subscribers in
every year since the Nextel merger, revenue has been on the decline
since the merger, and the company hasn’t turned a profit since 2008
(racking up losses of $45-billion). Sprint also took the lead on 4G
deployment, gambling–and losing–on a WiMAX technology rollout
in 2007. Sprint just released its latest quarterly financial update: the
company’s net loss widened to nearly $770-million, and the company
lost over 400,000 subscribers as the aging Nextel network is dismantled and Sprint failed to recapture the departing Nextel subscribers
(AT&T and Verizon each reported large quarterly gains in subscribers). SoftBank’s $20-billion cash infusion gives Sprint much needed
capital to help re-deploy the former Nextel spectrum, transition its
network to 4G LTE, and to continue its nationwide 4G rollout.
But SoftBank has to bring more than money to the table if the deal
is to be successful. It seems apparent that Sprint cannot succeed in
head-to-head competition with Verizon and AT&T – both companies
have raised prices and grown their subscriber base while Sprint has
lost customers despite more competitive offerings. SoftBank has to
bring some level of business and market innovation to Sprint. The
company will have to introduce a new mix of services and products
to regain its footing in the US market. Here, SoftBank’s status as a
foreigner may well be an advantage. SoftBank’s participation in
Asian markets likely gives the company experience with new and
different wireless offerings than in the US.
The stock market is betting that the deal will not be successful.
Shares in SoftBank were off nearly 20% after the deal was
announced, and shares of Sprint continue to flatline. But given that
the status quo was slowly bleeding the company dry, Sprint needed
to take action, and this deal could be just what Sprint needs to turn
things around.
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Apple’s iPad Mini and implications for
wireless competition
was Apple’s second special event of the fall, and there really
Ithetwasn’t
any doubt as to what product was going to be announced:
new iPad Mini. With prices ranging from $329 to $659, the 7.9
inch tablet fills the size gap between the iPhone and full sized iPads.
Just like its bigger brother, the iPad mini comes in several “flavors”
and users can choose between a wifi-only model, and one that comes
with 3G/4G cellular capability. That this iPad offers cellular data
capability isn’t newsworthy in and of itself, but Apple’s pricing and
configurations highlight some interesting issues affecting wireless
competition.
First, cellular-enabled iPad Minis retail for $459 to $659. This
price range is almost exactly the same as the full retail price range
for the current smattering of smartphones available on the market.
AT&T will sell a full-priced iPhone 5 for $649 or an HTC One X for
$499. It has long been standard practice in the US for carriers to sell
handsets for less than retail value, and in some cases, with a subsidy
at less than wholesale cost, bundling the remaining price of the
phone into the monthly recurring price of the wireless service. So
rather than paying $649 for an iPhone, customers pay $200 up front
and higher monthly wireless prices over a contractual period of two
years to make up the difference. This practice was initially introduced because it was believed that customers would not be willing
to pay the full up-front costs of wireless devices. Now, with Apple’s
success at selling full-priced cellular tablets (analysts expect Apple
to sell more than 7-million units in the quarter), the practice of tying
devices to wireless providers using two-year contracts and charging
early termination fees seems outdated and consumer-unfriendly.
AT&T and Verizon will not discount their wireless prices even if
you buy your device at full price, although some smaller carriers do.
Second, Apple’s iPads retain, unnecessarily, carrier-centric
restrictions. Even though both versions of the iPad Mini share the
same GSM, HSPA, and LTE cellular radios, they are sold on a
carrier specific basis. A “Verizon” iPad cannot be activated with
AT&T. Moreover, Apple’s “AT&T” iPad is configured to run on
LTE Band Class 17. As we discussed in Views and News, July 2012,
devices restricted to Band Class 17, rather than the broader and more
inclusive Band Class 12, result in less competition in the wireless
services market. Customers cannot roam on many smaller and
regional cellular carriers, nor can the device be activated on these
other carriers networks. Those carriers are similarly unable to offer
the latest devices without agreeing to onerous purchase commitments
and paying more than their larger rivals. Perhaps Apple can rollout
devices that consumers can use on the wireless carrier of their
choice, without restrictions or impediments to switching, or perhaps
the FCC can require it. Now that would warrant a “special event.”
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